CSE 101, Winter 2016

Lecture 3 Notes

Class URL: http://vlsicad.ucsd.edu/courses/cse101-w16/
Notes January 12 (1)

• Discussion notes should be posted now
  – DAG topological order, SCC definition (preview of today), D/Q framework (binary search), definition of Convex Hull problem
  – Discussion is podcasted
  – Friday review session is podcasted (Weeks 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 = HW; Weeks 2, 4, 6, 8 = PA)

• Podcast from Friday was truncated; Shivani posted notes to compensate.
  – If there are any problems with podcasts from yesterday’s discussion, please flag to me and TAs

• Everyone should be allowed to enroll
  – If you are having “clearme” or other problems, please contact the CSE department (I cannot enroll you)

• We are going to be on GradeScope
  – You can upload scanned PDFs of your HW
  – Return of HW is ***much*** faster, definite
  – HW #1: Please make sure that each problem’s solution begins on a new page

• “Model Solutions” can help calibrate your homework responses

• Note: HW, PA will calibrate as needed…

• HW #1 due 11:59pm Pacific Friday Jan 15 due to Gradescope transition